I. INTRODUCTION

In February 2017, the Justice Department rescinded the directive under the Obama administration to phase out private prison contracts.1 While the targeted prisons have been federal prisons for adults, there appears to be less public scrutiny on the privatization of state juvenile detention and correctional facilities. It is worthwhile to examine the legal state of juveniles in private prisons because their youth makes them particularly vulnerable to abuse and mistreatment and makes their incarcerated conditions uniquely problematic. This Note begins with examining the historical and
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contemporary existence of juvenile private prisons. Then, this Note analyzes arguments that support and condemn the privatization of juvenile prisons, paying attention to policy and business implications. Furthermore, this Note examines constitutional issues that incarcerated youth face in private prisons, such as due process concerns and the propriety of governmental delegation of penal powers to the private sector, as reasons that support the closure of privatized juvenile prisons. Finally, this Note points out how the Missouri model of juvenile rehabilitation attempts to reform injustices characteristic of the private juvenile justice industry and why there should be enhanced support for progressive reform.

II. TROUBLED BEGINNINGS

Juvenile detention and correctional centers emerged as a response to the privatization of government welfare programs during the Reagan Era in the 1980s when the federal government began to contract with private prison companies. In 1983, Corrections Corporation of America became the country’s first private prison and today, nearly forty percent of all juvenile offenders are imprisoned inside private prisons. The rise of private juvenile prisons appears to be part of the larger trend from the 1970s of increased privatization of federal prisons to address bloated inmate populations and diminishing prison services. In Florida, all incarcerated youth reside in private prisons. State budgetary constraints incentivize governments to pursue privatized youth prisons, subsuming the welfare of imprisoned youth into the larger fiscal agenda. Nevertheless, private juvenile prisons have elicited negative criticism from the Departments of Justice in various states due to disconcerting treatment of imprisoned youth. Facilities from James Slattery’s for-profit prison empire, Youth Services International, have encountered reports of youth fights arranged by prison staff in Maryland and, in Florida, authorities discovered failures to report prison riots, assaults, and
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even sexual abuse against imprisoned youth. However, private youth prisons remain a characteristic feature of the contemporary penal landscape.

III. Justice Under a Profit Motive

Support for the privatization of juvenile prisons largely center-around economic pragmatism. First, private prisons aim to save the government money through replacing government red tape with private employees who may be cheaper to employ. For instance, private contractors charge reduced daily rates compared with public employees for managing youth correctional facilities. Likewise, an Arizona Department of Corrections study noted that private prisons saved an average of 13.6% in operational costs than public prisons. The business goal is provide greater efficient use of labor compared to public prisons, as private prisons strive to use fewer guards to monitor inmates and are not mandated to follow civil service rules regarding monitoring staff and consequently utilize around one-third the administrative personnel. The assumption is that private operators can manage juvenile prisons at a lower cost while maintaining or improving the quality of the facilities. Additionally, private juvenile prisons allegedly reduce costs in the construction and design stage. The lack of governmental red tape found in private prisons means that private juvenile prison companies can design, construct, and operate private prisons in less time compared to public-operated prisons, and, unlike public prisons, private companies are not burdened with purchasing restrictions and contracting quotas. Here, the underlying policy incentives for the government are to save money while increasing juvenile incarceration capacity and the policy incentives for private youth prison companies are to make a profit.

As expected, many arguments exist against private juvenile prisons. In particular, private juvenile prisons suffer from dark histories of abuse, the neutral or negative net impact of private imprisonment on juvenile criminality, and long-term financial cost overlooked in short-term
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perspectives on private prisons’ economic success. Some scholars believe that
inadequate staffing characteristic of private juvenile prisons is directly linked
to increased violence against juvenile inmates.\textsuperscript{17} In general, private prisons
employ fifteen percent fewer guards per inmate compared to public prisons,
increasing the risk of danger to staff and inmates.\textsuperscript{18} Furthermore, a
whistleblower lawsuit from the Idaho Department of Corrections specifically
noted that the Department failed to properly ensure there was enough staff
on duty pursuant to standard juvenile-to-staff ratio of 8:1 during the day and
24:1 at night, which jeopardized staff and inmate safety.\textsuperscript{19} The complaint
additionally alleged that regular lack of staff supervision for the juveniles,
including those with violent histories, created precarious prison conditions.\textsuperscript{20}
As a result, there were four times more violent incidents between guards and
inmates than compared to in Idaho public youth correctional facilities.\textsuperscript{21}
Moreover, a letter from the Idaho Department of Corrections to the Idaho
Correctional Center warden for a private juvenile prison argued that the
prison’s systematic issues included the failure of guards to adopt proper
behavioral modifications to stop violence; prison guards routinely committed
simple battery against juveniles when they violently misbehaved, fostering a
“violent culture without commensurate consequences.”\textsuperscript{22}
The troubled history of violence against imprisoned youth raises a critical
legal and business issue of accountability in private juvenile prisons. Public
prison officials hold qualified immunity from civil liability when they
perform discretionary functions, such as disciplining juvenile inmates, if their
conduct does not violate “clearly established statutory or constitutional rights
of which a reasonable person would have known.”\textsuperscript{23} However, the Supreme
Court held in Richardson \textit{v.} McKnight that private prison officials do not
qualify for this immunity, which raised the accountability for private
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prisons. Nevertheless, the lack of public oversight for private juvenile prisons translates to more difficulty in ensuring a higher degree of accountability. Additionally, critics against for-profit juvenile prisons observe that private juvenile prisons are more likely to lead to heighten juvenile criminality. Since the main source of revenue for private juvenile prisons is the government, they depend on consistent incarceration of juvenile offenders in order to maintain their government contracts. This means tapping into a “continual supply of new clients (first time convicts) and a base of frequent dependable clients (recidivist convicts).” This motivates private prison lobbyists to support mandatory sentencing policies and other high recidivism measures to sustain their cash flows. For example, in 1998, private prison lobbyists donated over $540,000 to 361 candidates in twenty-five states who supported higher criminal sentencing regimes and guidelines and eighty-seven percent of these recipients won their elections.

Moreover, private prison companies have faced ethical issues of corruption, as one private prison company in New York was found to have provided free chauffeur transportation for favored politicians for four unnoticed years and a private detention center in Pennsylvania was found to have paid two judges $2.6 million over five years to reject pleas for lenient sentences and alternative sentencing arrangements. This makes apparent that private interests conflate with public interests of the penal systems to support a for-profit empire where greater incarceration rates for juveniles endanger their safety in prison and endanger the safety of the public that absorbs the collateral impact of a greater reoccurrence of juvenile crime. The “tough on crime” positions that private prison companies advocate do not benefit society because they encourage longer, more frequent imprisonment of youth. This means greater contact with dangerous, unhealthy conditions that damage prospects for post-release employment, great familial alienation, and higher likelihood of being incentivized to commit more crime after getting out. Furthermore, the more juveniles in private prisons, the more the government has to spend on renewing existing contracts or forming more contracts with private prison operators. Thus, even though private juvenile
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prisons may help stymie costs up front, they may actually incur greater long-term expenses for the government, making private incarceration of youth less economically practicable.

IV. PRIVATIZED INFRINGEMENT ON CIVIL LIBERTIES

Private juvenile detention centers should be phased out because they raise serious constitutional concerns that jeopardize the welfare of incarcerated American youth. On one hand, privatization of juvenile youth prisons strips the public power away from the government. For instance, the nondelegation constitutional doctrine prohibits the government from assigning certain powers away to private actors.\textsuperscript{31} Outsourcing the bulk of operational duties to private prisons raises the question of whether it implicates juvenile offenders’ liberty interests, as incarceration is considered “among the most severe and intrusive manifestations of power the state exercises against its own citizens. When the state incarcerates, it strips offenders of their liberty and dignity and consigns.”\textsuperscript{32}

The systematic rise of private juvenile prisons underscores how economic gain subverts traditional values of public accountability in the juvenile justice system. Due process clauses in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments indicate that the government cannot delegate discretionary government functions to industries where there is a direct financial stake when discretion is applied.\textsuperscript{33} In the context of incarcerated youth, private prison officials exercise nearly the same broad discretion in the management of the lives of the incarcerated youth as do public prisons.\textsuperscript{34} Private prison officials are able to discipline imprisoned juveniles with inherent discretion, carrying out the penal objectives of inherently governmental functions. However, unlike public prison officials, private officers may have direct financial stake in the substantial incarceration, such as company stock, which may unduly influence how they discipline juveniles and what penal outcomes they can produce from their interactions with imprisoned youth.\textsuperscript{35} Thus, the welfare and due process rights of incarcerated youth are unfairly subjected to the discretionary whims of profit-minded operators.
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Essentially, the privatization of juvenile prisons points to a greater movement towards the privatization of State action, as “detention is a power reserved to the government, and is an exclusive prerogative of the state.”\textsuperscript{36} Because of rampant lack of oversight, not only has private actors entered into the governmental sphere of penal operations, but they also have avoided many of the public oversight and regulations to which their public predecessors were subject.

On a procedural due process level, this means that there is a dearth of safeguards to ensure the fair treatment of the incarcerated.\textsuperscript{37} For juvenile inmates, procedural due process implicates their fundamental interests in “life, liberty, or property.”\textsuperscript{38} Since imprisonment affects their liberty interest, procedural due process requires procedural safeguards to exist to ensure their fair treatment; the amount of process due is evaluated through the comparative weight of the inmates’ and the government’s interests.\textsuperscript{39} For example, in New Mexico, mandatory inspectors only come to private prisons twice a year, raising questions about whether there are enough safeguards.\textsuperscript{40} Additionally, the tendency of private prison staff to impose harsh discipline against juvenile inmates may reflect the private prison’s financial interests in preserving a high occupancy rate, which would be inconsistent with the prisoners’ interests in legitimate treatment.\textsuperscript{41} Since juvenile inmates are provided limited to no counsel in disciplinary hearings in prison, it is often just their word against the guard, leaving problematic opportunity for unchecked bias or unfair treatment.\textsuperscript{42} Private prisons’ institutional stake in maximizing profits creates the risk of illegitimate influence on prisoners’ civil rights, as it invisibly animates the decisions and actions of private prison staff and the sentencing outcomes of juvenile inmates.

Furthermore, the troubling conditions in private juvenile prisons raise substantive due process concerns. On a substantive due process level, administrative decisions are evaluated for fundamental fairness and may not be arbitrary or capricious.\textsuperscript{43} However, substantive due process concerns are mostly only recognized in the prison context when abuse is “readily
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apparent,” with courts preferring to give deference to prison officials.\textsuperscript{44} Moreover, substantive due process has historically experienced highly limited application in courts, as courts have rarely expanded the concept of substantive due process because “the guideposts for responsible decision-making in this unchartered area are scarce and open-ended.”\textsuperscript{45} However, a South Carolina federal district court found that abusive conditions in juvenile prison violated the juvenile inmates’ substantive due process when prison staff regularly used harmful tear gas against the juveniles, failed to identify inmates in need for special education or create individualized education plans for identified inmates, and the prison food was often riddled with cockroaches.\textsuperscript{46} Likewise, the increased occurrences of violence that juveniles in private prisons face at the hands of prison staff similarly violate juvenile inmates’ substantive due process right to safe confinement conditions. Without comprehensive data collection and thorough empirical investigation, alongside strategic litigation for courts to provide flesh to the skeletal definition of “substantive” due process, it remains difficult to know and ensure that the due process rights of incarcerated youth are properly preserved.

V. Conclusion

Nevertheless, an improved model for juvenile justice that may be adopted by private juvenile prisons is the Missouri juvenile justice corrections model that aims to provide the “least restrictive environment possible without compromising public safety.”\textsuperscript{47} Under this innovative model, highly trained professionals provide consistent therapy in small community-based treatment centers near the juveniles’ homes, striving to value rehabilitation and individual accountability over punishment.\textsuperscript{48} The shift from the goal of individual punishment towards improving the juvenile offender’s relationship to the community through local community service and therapy allow juvenile offenders a healthy positive space to be exposed to positive role models, caretaking practices and productive engagement with the broader society.\textsuperscript{49} Most significantly, the holistic Missouri model reflects lower
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recidivism rates than traditional public or private detention centers and costs one-third less than the youth prisons in the surrounding eight states.\textsuperscript{50} Cost-effective youth rehabilitation, such as the alternative Missouri model, serves as an important lesson that quality of penal services do not have to come at the cost of government money. The Missouri model meaningfully signifies how the pursuit for rehabilitative justice in the juvenile justice system can accommodate capitalist principles of economic feasibility and frugality.
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